6x2/4 pusher chassis for Swedish truck

Scale 1/24
Warning!

Please follow this instruction while assembling, otherwise you could face problems with assembling the model.

Photo-etched parts have sharp edges, please be careful.

This model kit contains small parts and is not suitable for children.

For building this model some modelling skills are required.

Symbols:
- glue parts;
- do not glue parts;
- bend parts;
- attention;
- moving parts;
- your choice;
- frame rails holes’ numbers;
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7. Repeat steps 1-6 for right side
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18. Repeat steps 3-17 for right side.
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Repeat steps 33-34 for right side.
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Please visit our site http://an-modeltrucks.com for detailed photo-instruction for fuel tanks.

“Instructions” section -> How to make photo-etched fuel tank. Photo-instruction, or use this link: http://an-modeltrucks.com/how-to-make-photo-etched-fuel-tank-photo-instruction/

Or use QR-code below:
Repeat steps 78-79
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This part is from our “Swedish truck (Euro6) kit!"
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This part is from our "Swedish truck (Euro6) kit!"
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These parts are from our “Swedish truck (Euro6) kit!”

- PE-parts #37, 38
- PE-parts #36, #39
- PE-part #31
- PE-part #32
- PE-part #33
- PE-part #34
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